1. Introduction. We present a new algorithm for the calculation of the eigenvalues of real square matrices of orders up to 100. The basic method is directly applicable to complex matrices as well and, in both cases, with each eigenvalue X of A a vector v is produced for which (A -XI)v is null except for a small last element. This vector is not always an approximation to the eigenvector for X and this algorithm claims only to find eigenvalues.
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The main concern has been to use only single precision arithmetic although the effect of using an accumulated inner product procedure in one part of the program is shown in the results in Section 15.
The method consists of two parts. Firstly the given matrix A is reduced to almost triangular (Hessenberg) form H by elementary similarity transformations. Direct reduction of H to sparser forms requires extra precision in practice and even then is not without difficulties. So the second stage is the iterative search for the eigenvalues of H. A natural extension of Hyman's method [13] may be used to evaluate p(z) = det (H -zl) and any number of derivatives in an accurate and stable way. However each evaluation requires approximately n real multiplications and n real additions for annXn matrix and complex z. Thus the viability of this approach depends on finding each eigenvalue with a small number of evaluations. Results so far with the method developed here indicate an average of just less than 9 evaluations (3 iterations) per eigenvalue on a wide variety of matrices of orders from 8 to 100. Now the iterations of Müller, Newton, and Bairstow converge quickly once a fair approximation to an eigenvalue has been found. They do not seem so satisfactory at the beginning of a search. Laguerre's method [2] , [5] , [6] was designed for polynomials with real zeros and when these are distinct it gives strong convergence right from any starting value. The method can be extended to the complex plane. No longer is convergence certain for any starting value but, in practice, the complex iteration seems as powerful as the real one on all examples so far considered. One Laguerre step requires more calculation than one step of any of the methods mentioned above, but when there are no a priori approximation to the zeros available the reduction in the number of iterations with Laguerre more than compensates for the extra calculation for each step. In addition when an eigenvalue has been found there is enough information available to take one Newton step towards the next eigenvalue.
This paper is mainly a detailed discussion of the practical application of the method and techniques for keeping the number of iterations to a minimum. A description of the program is given in Algol 60 [1] , together with some results ob-plained in the following way. See [10, p. 109 ] and [13, p. 32] for more details.
When we evaluate the characteristic polynomial of a Hessenberg matrix with finite precision we obtain the exact value of the characteristic polynomial of a Hessenberg matrix whose elements never differ from those of the given matrix by more than small quantities. Every time we repeat the evaluation with a new argument we are effectively evaluating exactly the characteristic polynomial of a different, though close, matrix. Thus at each step of our procedure the current iterate behaves as though it were approaching an eigenvalue of a different, though close, matrix. For this reason ill-conditioned eigenvalues may be difficult to find.
We conclude that it is fruitless to expect a program to work well on all matrices. We should rather attempt to give with each eigenvalue some information about its condition. If the successive iterates are printed out they will give valuable information about the condition and accuracy of a computed eigenvalue without any extra calculation.
3. Reduction to Almost Triangular Form. For a detailed discussion we refer to Wilkinson [14, 15] . For completeness we include our Crout-like reduction in the Algol 60 program of this article.
The reduction could also be done with orthogonal transformations. One advantage would be that no eigenvalue would have its condition worsened (increased) in the process. On the other hand it would take about twice as long (using Householder's method) as the method we use which is quite accurate enough.
We record any superdiagonal elements a¿,í+i which are zero or small enough to be put to zero. Hyman's method for determinant evaluation requires that o,,,+i 9e 0. Yet Wilkinson [13] has shown that small values of a¿,,+i do not impair accuracy. So two courses can be followed. Either zero pivots can be replaced by some small quantity or advantage can be taken of the zeros to consider a number of smaller matrices.
We have chosen the latter course for a program which computes eigenvalues only. The method we use is easily coded for any principal submatrix of a (lower) Hessenberg matrix and it clearly saves time to consider a number of smaller matrices rather than one large one.
4. Laguerre's Iteration. Let P(z) be a complex polynomial in z with roots Tx, • • • , Tn . Given an approximation z to one of the roots, say rn , then Laguerre's method uses P(z), P'(z), and P"(z) to obtain a better approximation. We define derivatives of log P(z) as follows Sl(*) = T(¿y = h^Ty
where ß is the mean of the l/(z -r,) (i = 1, 2, • • • , n -1), and so
Now we define <52 = 2J2-1 §/ and express Si and & in terms of a, ß, ô, obtaining
Eliminating ß and solving the resulting quadratic gives a = -{Sx ± V(n -l)(nSi -nô2 -Sx2)} and (A) r" = z --. = z --j,-=-, say. S, ± V(n -1)(»5, -nô2 -Sx3) Sx±W*'
The next approximation z is obtained by ignoring the unknown quantity ô2 in equation (A) above. Thus
Si ± V(n -l)(nSi -Sx2) Sx±W
We choose that square root of W which maximises | Si ± W \. Now [ Si ± W j = | Si |2 + | W |2 ± 2 Re (S^). So we choose IF to make Re (SxW) non-negative and when it is zero we arbitrarily take 0 :£ arg W < t. We make a similar rule for IF*.
We call z the Laguerre iterate of z for the polynomial P, i.e. LP(z) = z . The transition from zto z is called one Laguerre iteration.
We observe that z = » if, and only if, Sx(z) = 5,(2) = 0, i.e. P'(z) = P"(z) = 0.
Also z = rn if and only if ô2 = 0. For polynomials with real roots the following results are known, see [2] , [5] , and [6] .
( 1 ) The real line is divided into as many abutting intervals as there are distinct I.e. if z is the iterate of z for a polynomial P (roots rf), then Tz is the iterate of Tz for the transformed polynomial (roots TV,).
5. The Complex Iteration. Here we are interested in Laguerre iterations in the complex plane. We can say the following.
Property (1) does not extend to the complex case as it stands, i.e., the complex plane is not covered by abutting regions such that from an initial value in a region successive iterates converge to the zero contained therein. As an example consider P(z) = z(3z2 + a2), a > 0. Then LP(a) = -a and LP(-a) = a yielding no convergence. The question of what can be said about regions of convergence will not be pursued here.
Property (2) Property (3), also being algebraic, extends to the complex plane. This invariance may be verified at the cost of considerable calculation. We prefer the followingbrief argument which we present because we have never seen an explicit proof of Property (3).
Let P be a polynomial with complex zeros a, ß, ■ ■ ■ and let summations be over the n zeros of P. Take z as a fixed number, not a zero of P, and consider, after Laguerre, for v ¿¿ z, (^+0'-(:-^+i;
Thus/ = 0 is a quadratic in u -z (and also in u since z is fixed) with discriminant
Since v j¿ z, we see that D(v) = 0 has the same solutions as the Laguerre equation
For invariance we must show that D(v) = 0 is an invariant equation under the transformation group given in the previous section. This can be shown by rewriting D(v) so that it is a rational function of well-known covariants, including the Hessian of P. However we need only remark that D(v) is the discriminant of an invariant quadratic and so must be a covariant of P.
The fact that / = 0 is an invariant equation is seen by writing it in homogeneous will yield local cubic convergence to successive iterates. In general k is unknown so we do the following. Suppose that we can test to distinguish linear from cubic convergence. For simplicity we assume that linear increments are due to two close roots and thus reject the current increment in favour of one computed from the formula above with k = 2. This will need little extra calculation.
7. A Modification of the Formula for Polynomials with Real Coefficients. Let z be an approximation to a complex root rn . We can make use of the fact that f" = rn-x is also a root. Let
Provided that | z -rn \ is small compared with | y \ we may use a2 = 77-and «2 = -7-Z2y Ay2
to modify Si and S2 and obtain z from
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| Zi -Zi-x I < I Vi I in order to use the modification. It is also possible to postpone the application until 2 or 3 iterations have improved the approximation. However in practice we have found it preferable to use the modification after 1 iteration. Actually the modification is not used for iterates in the lower half plane since the program will always have found the conjugate root previously.
8. Removal of Accepted Roots. The basic quantities Si and S2 are suitable for the subtraction of the effect of previously accepted roots. Suppose we have found n -p roots rp+i, ■ ■ ■ , rn ; then we want to use the polynomial of degree p with roots Tx, • • • , rp and observe that
This is fortunate because we evaluate P, P , P", and hence Si<n) and S2(,l), from the Hessenberg matrix and so avoid the calculation of the coefficients of the characteristic polynomial. Thus we have no possibility of "dividing out" the previous roots by synthetic division. The work required to subtract out the known roots is dominated by the work required to find Si<n) and S2(n> and the method is very accurate for well separated roots in whatever order they are found. For close roots the method is less satisfactory but the author knows of no better one.
9. When Has a Root Been Found? The author knows of no rigorous yet feasible numerical criterion for a given number to be an acceptable approximation to a zero of a polynomial even when "acceptable approximation" is clearly defined. Here are the tests used in the program of this paper which is designed for floating point numbers with 8 decimal mantissas.
Let 2 be the current iterate, A2 the computed increment, and | 2 | = | Re(z) | + I Im(2) |. Only the ratios P(z):P'(z):P"(z)
will be available, not their individual values.
Test No. 1. ] P(z) I < 10"81 2 I I P'(z) |. In practice 10"~6 or 10~s might be more realistic factors than 10~ . Certainly many acceptable zeros might fail this test whose main purpose is to catch possible zero or very small values of P(z) and also values of Si = P'/P so large that there will be no change observable in 2 to 8 decimal places. The main concern is to detect convergence of the sequence of iterates. Now if I Az/z I < 10"4
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use and cubic convergence (the number of correct digits trebles at each step) were in effect we would not expect to see any change in 2 + A2 upon further iterations in an 8 decimal machine. Unfortunately this relative test is inapplicable to zero or very small eigenvalues and for these we compare Az with c, the modulus of the largest eigenvalue (yet found).
Test No. 2. I Az I < 10"4 max (| 2 |, 10"3c).
Finally if convergence is slow (linear) then Test No. 2 is not fine enough and I Az| < HT6 max (\z\, 10"2c)
would be more appropriate. For simplicity we take Test No. 3. I Az I < 10"8c.
There remain two possible causes for failure to pass any of these tests. With complex eigenvalues cycles can occur (see Section 5) and as a crude diagnosis and cure for this possibility we use Test No. 4. If, after 3 iterations, | Az | > \z\ then* restart the iteration from infinity. If infinity could provoke a cycle (which is easily decided, see Section 12) then restart the iteration from the mean of the superdiagonal elements.
Finally an eigenvalue may be so ill-conditioned that none of these tests is passed. A weakening of the tests would mean accepting well-conditioned eigenvalues with unnecessary lack of accuracy. The program regards ill conditioning as the cause of failure to converge by the 15th step and the 16th iterate is accepted as an eigenvalue. Matrix No. 3 affords an example of this phenomenon. Another possibility is to switch to double precision evaluation of P, P , P" after 15 iterations.
Further experience may dictate changes in some or all of these tests.
10. Evaluation of the Characteristic Polynomial and its Derivatives. We consider a lower Hessenberg matrix H; ha = 0 if j > i + 1. The determinant of H -zl may be found by using Gaussian elimination, a sequence of plane rotations, or Hyman's method, see [13] . We begin with a matrix which is real except possibly for the principal diagonal. The first two of the methods mentioned will lead, in general, to wholly complex matrices. All steps in the computation would have to be coded for complex arithmetic. However Hyman's method keeps any complex numbers confined to the diagonal.
It has been claimed, see [9, p. 430] , that small numbers in the superdiagonal will cause inaccuracy in the computed determinant. However Wilkinson showed in [13] that Hyman's method in fact produces the exact determinant of a close Hessenberg matrix. Thus the result can only be inaccurate if the determinant is ill-conditioned and if this is the case no method can ameliorate the situation without recourse to higher precision.
In [13] Wilkinson advocates replacing zero elements in the superdiagonal by very small numbers. However, since the program for the method to be described is easily written so as to operate on any block of a Hessenberg matrix between zero superdiagonal elements we can take advantage of them and the consequent reduction of the full matrix. Essentially Hyman's method consists of subtracting suitable multiples of the other columns of H -zl from the first column so that it becomes null except pos-sibly for the last element which we shall call/(z). Let H = (h^), V,-= -ft. Since Vn = 1 we find that un+x = f(z). The simple form of the relation invites both differentiation with respect to z and the taking of real and imaginary parts. This yields six real valued recursions for the calulation of the real and imaginary parts of/(2),/'(2), and/"(2).
For a compact method of coding these computations in real arithmetic as a sequence of inner products see [7] .
The use of an accumulated inner product routine would yield f(z), f (z), f"(z) with excellent accuracy at the cost of extra time. This extra time varies greatly with different machines. Such accuracy does not seem warranted except perhaps for the final approximation to each eigenvalue and, in practice, the single precision results seem quite adequate. The reader is referred to the examples at the end of the paper.
For complex z the evaluation of/, / , /" requires approximately 3n(n + 1) real multiplications and the same number of additions. These evaluations form the major part of the program and this shows the importance of minimising the number of evaluations.
11. The Possibility of Overflow. Using computers which use only numbers with moduli in the range (10~50, 1060) the danger of overflow in evaluating determinants is quite high. With the method givn above this danger is lessened because the determinant itself is not computed; rather p(z) = kf(Z), k = (-lyfih^+x. ¿=i
If the matrix H is scaled down by 10 then so will be f(z), whilst f'(z) will be unchanged, and f"(z) will be scaled up by 10. Thus, in practice, we may leave H unaltered.
If overflow does occur then we can simply change the value of ux (see Section 10) and restart the computation. If the smallest possible value of Ux still provokes an overflow then the value of z will have to be changed. In the notation of Section 10, f(z) = un+x ■ If overflow occurs in computing u, then, for simplicity, we take .90' -l)z/(n + 1) as a new initial value.
12. Starting an Iteration. The appropriate choice of starting value is of the utmost importance in the success of this method. Property (3) of Laguerre's iteration (see Section 4) can be used to provide a real starting value of modulus greater than the eigenvalue of greatest modulus provided that all the eigenvalues are real. If the largest eigenvalue is simple then the more it is isolated the closer will this number approximate it. This number is, in fact, the Laguerre iterate of infinity. Hence, using the Laguerre formula, we have
In the complex case we may also compute L( °° ) but no longer is it necessarily an approximation to a maximal eigenvalue. Indeed if the eigenvalues are symmetric about the origin in such a way that trace (H) = trace (H2) = 0 then L( » ) =0 and L(0) = °o so that we have a cycle of length 2. However this particular danger is easy to detect and avoid.
In practice we have found that a starting value such as zo = ( --;=-) (max E ha) \y/2 / i i is frequently 10 to 100 times greater in modulus than the largest eigenvalue. Consequently we use 2o = L(cc) for the first initial value but subsequently switch to using a Newton iteration from the eigenvalue just found. This can be done in the following way.
* Private communication.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Let P be the original polynomial with zeros rx, ■ ■ ■ , rp of which zeros rq+x, • • • , rp have been found already. Let Q be the polynomial with zeros rx, ■ ■ ■ , rq. We suppose that we have just found a simple zero rq and wish to seek the zeros of the polynomial R(z) = Q(z)/(* -rt). In practice we shall not know R'(rq)/R(rq) but (ignoring roundoff errors) we can compute easily " _ P"(u) f _J_ 2P'(rq*) >±f+x r* -n where r* (the iterate preceding rq) is close to rq. Now
So we may expect to use the formula z = r -1/s with safety provided that rq is not close to any of the zeros rq+1, ■ ■ • , rp . If rq is close to a zero that has not yet been found then s will still be an adequate approximation to R /R. Only when ¿=g-t-i rq ri is large enough to provoke cancellation in the subtraction do we reject this starting value and use instead L( °° ). For the same reason we prefer not to evaluate R /R as follows.
R'(rq) _ Q"(rq) R(U) 2Q'(rq)
Q"(r*) /2Q'(r*) ' Q(rq*) I Q(rq*) = [Sx\rq*) -Si(rq*)]/2Sx(rq*).
If one of the remaining roots is close to rq then Si2 and S2 will be nearly equal and their computed difference will have few significant figures.
In practice the author has found that this technique seems to ensure that wellconditioned simple eigenvalues are found in 3 iterations (on the average) independent of the order of the matrix for orders up to 100. This is in contrast to a previous practice (see [7] ) of always restarting with L(oe) for which the average number of iterations per eigenvalue rose from 3 up to 6 as the orders rose from 12 to 64. -u+l) of its eigenvalues to be stored in vectors RTR and RTI containing, respectively, the real and imaginary parts. It is assumed that no A[t',¿-(-l] = 0. The integer mark tells which convergence test was passed by the eigenvalues, eps is a small tolerance. Procedures max, min, and comsqrt enter as non-local identifiers. A local procedure Evaluate is declared below. ; begin integer j, q, mark, tally;
Boolean slow, once, vnear; real sir, sli, s2r, s2i, dr, di, er, ei, dl, d2, newdelta, newrate, oldelta, oldrate, eigsuml, eigsum2, spurl, spur2, x, y, deltax, deltay, d, cap, cup, g, h, t, zz; procedure Evaluate; comment Hyman's method is used in evaluating the logarithmic derivatives si and s2 of the characteristic polynomial of the given submatrix of A, removing the contribution of eigenvalues already found. Important: eps, u, v, q, A, RTR, RTI, x, y, sir, sli, s2r, s2i, mark, and vnear enter as non-local entities, as do procedures mod, scale, and overflow; begin integer i, j, k, m, s; real qlr, qli, q2r, q2i, d, dl, d2, t, tlr, tli, t2r, t2i, r; array P[l:6,u:v4 if slow then h : = 0.5 X (g-2) else h : = g -1; dr : = h X (g X s2r-slr ] 2+sli | 2); di : = h X (g X s2i-2 X sir X sli); if di = 0 then begin t : = sqrt(abs(dr)); er : = max(0,sign(dr) X t); ei : = max(0, -sign(dr) X t) end else comsqrt(dr,di,er,ei) ; if (sir X er + sli X ei) < 0 then begin er : = -er; ei : = -ei end; dl : = sir + er; d2 : = sli + ei; t : = dl |2 + d2 | 2; deltax : = -g X dl/t;
x : = x + deltax; deltay : = g X d2/t; y : = y + deltay; Matrix No. 2 (P. A. White [9] ), 10 X 10.
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[_4B 3ßJ' Eigenvalues: 60 ± 20i, 45 ± 15», 30 ± 10», 15 ± 5», -12 ± 4», -9 ± 3», -6 ± 2i, -3 ± ».
Trace of Hessenberg form: 239.99999. Sum of computed eigenvalues: 239.99999.
All eigenvalues had at least six figures correct. The greatest error (relative and absolute) occurred in computing -9 ± 3».
-9.0000061 + 2.9999923», -9.0000055 -2.9999945». ; an = 0 (»' < j, with two exceptions); aii = 101 -»'; atj = (-l)i+y+140/(» + j -2) (»' > j).
In order to obtain a lower Hessenberg form with a minimal number of zero elements we put an = 40/102, cs,,i0o = 40.
Eigenvalues: 100, 99, • • • , 2, 1. Tentative conclusion: Method II will give one more digit correct than will Method I but at the cost of a 20% increase in computing time for matrices of order greater than 30.
In many cases fewer iterations are required and results are slightly improved by starting at 0 instead of oo. However this is not a safe general practice. 
